Indestructible Hope

SABBATH AFTERNOON


Memory Text: “Now hope does not disappoint, because the love of God has been poured out in our hearts by the Holy Spirit who was given to us” (Romans 5:5, NKJV).

When in church surrounded by smiling people, how easy it is to talk and sing about hope. But when we find ourselves within the crucible, hope does not always seem so easy. As circumstances press in around us, we begin to question everything, particularly the wisdom of God.

In one of his books, C. S. Lewis writes about a make-believe lion. Wanting to meet this lion, someone asks if the lion is safe. The person is told that he’s not safe, “but he’s good.”

Even though we don’t always understand God and He seems to do unpredictable things, that doesn’t mean that God is against us. It simply means that we don’t have the full picture yet. But we struggle with the idea that for us to have peace, confidence, and hope, God must be understandable and predictable. He needs to be, in our thinking, “safe.” As such, we set ourselves up for disappointment.

The Week at a Glance: How does our understanding of the character of God help us maintain hope in the crucible?

* Study this week’s lesson to prepare for Sabbath, August 13.
The Big Picture

When we are hurting, it is very easy to presume that what happens to us is the only thing that matters. But there is a slightly larger picture than just “me” (see Rev. 12:7, Rom. 8:22).

Read Habakkuk 1:1–4. What did Habakkuk face?

________________________________________________________________________

You might expect that God would say something like, “That’s really terrible, Habakkuk; let Me come and help you immediately.” But God’s answer is the opposite. He tells Habakkuk that it is going to get worse. Read this in Habakkuk 1:5–11.

Israel had been taken into captivity by the Assyrians, but God promises that worse is coming: The Babylonians will now carry away the people of Judah. Habakkuk cries out again in verses 12–17 and then waits to see what God is going to say.

How does God’s introduction to the promised destruction of Babylon in Habakkuk 2:2, 3 bring hope?

________________________________________________________________________

Habakkuk 2 is God’s promise of the destruction of the Babylonians. Hebrews 10:37 quotes Habakkuk 2:3, hinting of a Messianic application to this promise in the future. With the same certainty that the destruction of Babylon was promised, so we also have the certainty of the destruction of “‘Babylon the Great’” (Rev. 18:2, NIV).

Habakkuk was trapped between the great evil surrounding him and God’s promise of worse to come. Yet, this is precisely where we find ourselves in salvation history. Great evil is around us, but the Bible predicts that much worse is to come. The key to Habakkuk’s survival is that he is brought to see the whole picture. Therefore, in chapter 3 he is able to pray an incredible prayer of praise because of what God will do in the future.

Read Habakkuk 3:16–19. What does Habakkuk identify as his reasons for hope? What is the hope of God’s people as we wait for the last prophetic scenes to unfold? How can you make this hope your own?

________________________________________________________________________
Who Our Father Is

Oswald Chambers writes, “Have you been asking God what He is going to do? He will never tell you. God does not tell you what He is going to do; He reveals to you Who He is.”—My Utmost for His Highest (Uhrichsville, OH: Barbour & Company, Inc., 1963), January 2.

What do you think Chambers means by this idea?

As we know, the book of Job begins with great personal tragedy for Job. He loses everything, except his life and his wife, and she suggests that he “‘curse God and die!’” (Job 2:9, NIV). What follows is a discussion in which his friends try to work out why it has all happened. Throughout all of these discussions, God remains silent.

Then suddenly in Job 38, God appears and speaks: “‘Who is this that obscures my plans with words without knowledge?’” (Job 38:2, NIV). Without pausing, God asks Job some 60 jaw-dropping questions. Open your Bible and scan through these in Job 38 and 39.

After the last question, Job replies, “‘I am unworthy—how can I reply to you? I put my hand over my mouth. I spoke once, but I have no answer—twice, but I will say no more’” (Job 40:4, 5, NIV). But God is not finished. He then begins again and asks another set of “big” questions in succession.

Read Job’s final response in Job 42:1–6. What was God trying to tell Job, and what was the effect on him?

God never answers any of the “why” questions of Job’s friends. But God does paint a picture of His unparalleled greatness as revealed through the astonishing works of Creation. After this, Job certainly does not need any answers. The need for explanations has been eclipsed by an overwhelming picture of the magnificence of God.

This story reveals a fascinating paradox. Hope and encouragement can spring from the realization that we know so little. Instinctively, we try to find comfort by knowing everything, and so we become discouraged when we cannot know. But sometimes God highlights our ignorance so that we may realize that human hope can find security only in a Being much greater than ourselves.

Are things that you just can’t understand happening now? If so, focus on the character of God. How can doing that give you the hope that you need to persevere through what’s, for now, incomprehensible?
Our Father’s Presence

“‘For I am the Lord your God who takes hold of your right hand and says to you, Do not fear; I will help you’” (Isa. 41:13, NIV).

Someone once said, “When God seems far away, who is the one who has moved?” When problems strike, we presume that God has deserted us. The truth is that He hasn’t gone anywhere.

God’s presence seemed very far away to the Jews in exile. Yet, through Isaiah, God assures them of future deliverance. However, while the actual return to Jerusalem was still many years in the future, God wanted His people to know that He had not moved away from them and that there was every reason for hope.

**Read** Isaiah 41:8–14. What reasons for hope can you identify for people waiting eagerly for future deliverance? How does this promise help us as we wait for our exile on earth to end?

One of the most powerful images in these verses is found in verse 13. The sovereign God of the universe says that His people do not need to fear, because He is the one who takes “‘hold of your right hand’” (NIV). It is one thing to imagine God guiding events on earth from a big throne light-years away from our earth. But it is an altogether different picture to realize that He is close enough to hold the hands of His dearly beloved people.

When we are busy, it can be hard to remember that God is so close to us. But when we do remember that He is Immanuel, “God with us,” it makes such a difference. When God’s presence is with us, so are His purposes, His promises, and His transforming power.

**Over the next few days, try an experiment. At every moment possible, try to remind yourself that the God of the universe is close enough to you to hold your hand and is personally promising you help. Keep a record of how this changes the way you live. Be prepared to discuss your experience in class on Sabbath.**
Our Father’s Plans for Us

Everyone is looking for hope. But where is it found? For some people, hope is found in the smile of a friend. For others, hope grows out of financial security or a stable marriage. Where do you normally look for hope and courage?

In the book of Jeremiah, the prophet is writing to people who had lost hope in their exile. “By the rivers of Babylon we sat and wept when we remembered Zion” (Ps. 137:1, NIV). But even though they are heartbroken, Jeremiah lays out reasons they should not give up hope.

What reasons for hope are given in Jeremiah 29:1–10?

In this passage, there are three important sources of hope worth highlighting.

First, God tells His people that they should not give up hope, because their situation is not the result of chance or unpredictable evil. For God Himself says, “I carried [Judah] into exile from Jerusalem to Babylon” (Jer. 29:4, NIV). Though evil seems to surround them, Judah has never left the center of God’s hands.

Second, God tells His people that they should not give up hope, because He can work even within their present difficulties. “‘Also, seek the peace and prosperity of the city to which I have carried you into exile. Pray to the Lord for it, because if it prospers, you too will prosper’ ” (Jer. 29:7, NIV).

Third, God tells His people that they should not give up hope, because He is going to bring an end to their exile at a specific time: “This is what the Lord says: ‘When seventy years are completed for Babylon, I will come to you and fulfill my good promise to bring you back to this place’ ” (Jer. 29:10, NIV).

After God explains how He was in charge of their past, is in charge of their present, and will be in charge of their future, He then beautifully conveys His tender care for His people (see Jer. 29:11–14).

Read Jeremiah 29:11–14, saying your name after the word you, as if God is making these promises to you personally. Apply these promises for yourself in whatever your present struggles might be.
Our Father’s Discipline

**Read** Hebrews 12:5–13. What’s the message to us here, and how does it fit in with what we have been studying this quarter?

In Hebrews 12:5–13, Paul describes trials in the context of discipline. In the New International Version Bible translation of this passage, various forms of the word “discipline” appear ten times. In the Greek world, this word was the most basic word for “education.” So, to understand “discipline” is to understand how God educates us in the school of faith that Paul has been describing before in Hebrews 11.

Throughout Hebrews 11, Paul has been painting pictures of men and women of faith. Their faith was what kept them going when they were faced with all sorts of trying situations. As we enter chapter 12, Paul turns to us, the readers, and says that since so many people before us have persevered against incredible odds, we also can run and finish the life of faith. The key is to fix our eyes upon Jesus (Heb. 12:2), that He may be an Example when times are difficult (Heb. 12:3). Reading chapter 12 is like being given a set of reading glasses. Without these glasses our vision or understanding of hardship will always be fuzzy. But looking through these glasses will correct the blurred explanation of suffering that our culture presses upon us. Then we will be able to understand clearly and be able to respond to trials intelligently.

**Read** through the “glasses” of Hebrews 12:1–13. Now concentrate on verses 5–13 and answer these questions:

What is the source of discipline?______________________________

____________________________________________________________________

What is our response to discipline?______________________________

____________________________________________________________________

What is the goal of discipline?______________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Read through Hebrews 12:1–13 again. Make a list of all the reasons you can identify with as grounds for hope. How have you experienced this hope in your own times of spiritual “education”?

Read

“Into the experience of all there come times of keen disappointment and utter discouragement—days when sorrow is the portion, and it is hard to believe that God is still the kind benefactor of His earthborn children; days when troubles harass the soul, till death seems preferable to life. It is then that many lose their hold on God and are brought into the slavery of doubt, the bondage of unbelief. Could we at such times discern with spiritual insight the meaning of God’s providences we should see angels seeking to save us from ourselves, striving to plant our feet upon a foundation more firm than the everlasting hills, and new faith, new life, would spring into being.”—Ellen G. White, Prophets and Kings, p. 162.

Discussion Questions:

1. Ellen G. White says that “all” of us experience times of “keen disappointment and utter discouragement.” How well do we notice each other as we go through such times? How can we better learn to be agents of hope for each other when we experience such bitter disappointments?

2. As a class, go over your answers to Tuesday’s final question. What difference did it make in your life as you kept the reality of God’s nearness ever before you?

3. In class, read aloud sections in Job 38–41. What kind of picture of God does it present? What do you learn that gives you hope and encouragement? How does the Sabbath fit into this picture? How does it help keep before us the nature and character of God?

4. Hope that transforms comes from heaven. This means that we can pray for hope to be brought into each other’s lives. Spend some time praying for those whose hope has been faltering recently, that their hope may be renewed. More than that, what can you do for others who are in a losing struggle to find hope?

5. If someone is willing, ask that person to recount a time that despair and trials caused him or her to lose hope and faith. What turned that person around? What can we share with one another that can help when we are in times of doubt and despair?
Part 7: Father Surrenders

By Andrew McChesney

Four days after Junior’s baptism, evil spirits ordered Father to kill his family. Otherwise, they warned, Junior and Mother would destroy him because they were praying for him. For the first time, Father mustered up the courage to talk back. “How?” he asked. “Aren’t our prayers more powerful?”

The spirits backed down and told Father to leave his home in Manaus, Brazil. They told him to take a boat to one of five cities where Candomblé priests were waiting for him. But when Father sought to buy a boat ticket, none was available to those cities. The only tickets were to Coari. Remembering an uncle in Coari, Father decided to sail there.

Uncle Cesario Ferreira was thrilled to see Father, and he organized a family reunion. Father didn’t know the relatives well, but he confided that a spiritual conflict had erupted at home. Ninety-two-year-old Aunt Tereza patted him on the shoulder. “Son, it’s time for you to give up,” she said. “You have been serving evil spirits your whole life. Now it’s time to serve God.”

Father looked shocked. “Are you a Protestant Christian?” he asked, remembering that the evil spirits had told him to stay away from them.

Aunt Tereza smiled and motioned toward the other relatives, who also were smiling. “Son, we’re all Protestant Christians!” she said.

The next day, Father worriedly called a temple priest for advice. Uncle Cesario, who was preparing breakfast, overheard the conversation. After Father hung up, he said, “Son, did you know that Jesus cast out evil spirits?”

“How did He do that?” Father asked.

For the next three days, Uncle Cesario read Bible stories about how Jesus cast out evil spirits. On the fourth day, he told about the man possessed by a legion of evil spirits in Mark 5:1–19. Father was surprised that the spirits told Jesus, “‘My name is Legion; for we are many’” (verse 9, NKJV). “That’s true!” he said. “When I went to the church for Junior’s baptism, I went with a legion of evil spirits.”

The fifth day, Uncle Cesario didn’t tell any stories. Father was afraid to ask why, and he went for a long walk. That evening, he became upset when a temple priest called him to ask for help securing animals for sacrifices.

“Let the spirits be the sacrifice!” he blurted out. “They commanded me to kill my own son. Solve your problems without me!”

Father, still upset, sat down at the table for supper. “Son,” Uncle Cesario said, “did you know that the devil killed Job’s own son and other children?” Father had never heard of Job, and he wept as he heard the story from the Bible. At the end, Father said, “I’ve made a decision. I’ll leave Candomblé and get to know the Adventists’ God. Please pray. The devil will try to kill me.”

The next day, Father returned home and announced his decision to Mother. “I’m willing to follow your God,” he said.

Your Thirteenth Sabbath Offering will help open eight churches in the South American Division, including four in Brazil, where Father (Eduardo Ferreira dos Santos) and his family live.
Key Text: Romans 5:5


Part I: Overview

With postmodernism promoting the deconstruction and revision of concepts and worldviews, many feel the notion and source of hope for humanity needs a revision too. What is hope? What is its source or foundation? The previous lesson focused on the importance of truth and understanding. This week’s lesson looks at hope from the perspective of the biblical truth about God, who is the Source of real hope. In times of crises, the hope we need is not a self-generated desire, but a solidly grounded trust in God’s promises. Several lessons emerge in our present study. First, God widens our horizon so that we may locate ourselves and our experience within the larger framework of the plan of salvation and prophetic events. This reality is exemplified in the lives of Daniel, Habakkuk, and Job. Second, God presents Himself to us as the Creator and the Redeemer, as the One who loves us and is present with us. Third, God reveals to us His plans with us and for us. We are not some expendable elements in a crisis. We are indispensable parts of God’s creation, life, and plans. Even if we are in a crisis, God will never allow us to be lost. In John 10:10–15, 28, 29, Jesus tells us with all solemnity that we are His sheep, that He is our Shepherd, that His plan is to give us eternal life, and that no one will ever snatch us out of His or the Father’s hands. Yes, God may allow us to go through various crises, but these crises are designed to help us grow.

Lesson Themes: This week’s lesson highlights two major themes.

1. Understanding the larger framework of the plan of salvation and prophetic events plays a crucial role in helping us to cultivate the hope that helps us overcome the crucibles of life.
2. The biblical source of hope lies in understanding who God is; that He is with us; and that He has plans for, and with, us.

Part II: Commentary

Hope in the New Testament

From the first moments of the crisis of sin on our planet, God wove hope into the very fabric of our history by promising us He would save us and
restore us to His kingdom. A brief study of hope in the New Testament reveals several important aspects: first, in the New Testament, it is the apostle Paul who treats hope in a more systematic way. In his letter to the Corinthians, Paul enumerates three major Christian virtues: faith, hope, and love (1 Cor. 13:13). It is true that he picks love as the “greatest” of the three, but elsewhere he explains that both faith and love “spring from . . . hope” (Col. 1:5, NIV). In the definition of hope, Paul says hope is an “anchor of the soul”; it is “both sure and stedfast.” But such hope is anchored in Jesus Christ in the heavenly sanctuary (Heb. 6:19).

Faith also is defined in terms of hope (Heb. 11:1). Hebrews 11 lists the heroes of faith along the centuries. All of them went through trials (Heb. 11:33–38), but what they have in common is faith defined in terms of promise and hope. None of them received the ultimate fulfillment of God’s promise (Heb. 11:39); yet, they all looked beyond their time to the future country, the eternal kingdom of God (Heb. 11:15, 16).

Paul treats the subject of hope in the context of suffering. He glories in his suffering because suffering produces perseverance, perseverance produces character, and character produces hope (Rom. 5:4; see also Rom. 12:12). Paul was hopeful amid his suffering and huge crises (2 Cor. 4:9). When we are being disciplined, he explained, we must not give up hope (Heb. 12:5). Paul also sees the entire creation struggling with “futility” in its own crucible, not because of its own fault but because of God “who subjected it in hope” (Rom. 8:20–24, NKJV).

In Romans 8:18–27, Paul takes time to discuss hope extensively. But he starts with the suffering that we presently go through: “I consider that the sufferings of this present time are not worthy to be compared with the glory which shall be revealed in us” (Rom. 8:18, NKJV). Paul does not stop at our human suffering but highlights the fact that all nature suffers (Rom. 8:19–22). Suffering is a complex package. Nothing in the natural world is exempt. Suffering also encompasses the totality of what makes us human—the physical, moral, emotional, and spiritual dimensions of our being (Rom. 8:23).

Thus, God’s redemption also must, by necessity, encompass all His creation—nature, body, emotions, and all the other aspects of the human being. Paul underlines that this plan of restoration is our Christian hope because we are “saved in this hope” (Rom. 8:24, NKJV). While this restoration is certain, it is not visible yet; that is, it has not yet been actualized in history. It is something that God promises; therefore, we can be sure it will take place (Rom. 8:24; see also 1 Cor. 9:10). Now, it is hope precisely because it is not actualized; it still is in the future, and “we eagerly wait for it with perseverance” (Rom. 8:25, NKJV).

Yes, we do experience suffering, disappointment, lack of understanding, lack of ability to properly express ourselves and pray, but the Holy Spirit helps us with His mediation before God (Rom. 8:26–28).
Ultimately, the essential aspect in this entire situation is to trust God that “all things work together for good to those who love God” (Rom. 8:28, NKJV). This is why Christians exercise the “patience of hope” (1 Thess. 1:3).

A more extensive Bible study on hope provides several additional points:

1. Biblical hope is anchored in God, not in ourselves (Ps. 42:11, 2 Cor. 1:9, 1 Tim. 6:17). All three Persons of the Godhead are part of the fountain of hope. God the Father “loved us and gave us eternal comfort and good hope through grace” (2 Thess. 2:16, ESV; see also 1 Tim. 4:10, Titus 1:2). Christ Jesus and His gospel of grace are our hope (Eph. 1:12, Col. 1:27, 1 Tim. 1:1, 2 Tim. 1:1). The Holy Spirit brings and maintains hope in the lives of the believers (Rom. 5:5, Rom. 15:13, Gal. 5:5). Without God, there is no hope in life, no covenant, and thus, we are estranged from God (Eph. 2:12, 1 Thess. 4:13); but in Christ, we all have the same hope given by God to Israel through the gospel (Eph. 3:6, Col. 1:23). The apostle Peter tells us that God is our Father who gave us a “living hope through the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead” (1 Pet. 1:3, NKJV).

2. The content of biblical hope is God’s promise of saving us from sin, death, and suffering through Jesus Christ. Matthew quotes Isaiah to describe Jesus as the Hope of the nations (Isa. 42:1–4, Matt. 12:21). Jesus says that Abraham hoped to see the day of the Messiah (John 8:56). That is the hope of righteousness by faith (Gal. 5:5).

3. God’s hope is already valid for our present life. Our hope is fixed on salvation through the sacrifice of Jesus on the cross. This hope gives us, in this life, numerous benefits, both spiritual (such as a relationship with God) and psychological (peace, optimism, etc.). The “hope of the glory of God” (Rom. 5:2) is the justification of sinners by grace through faith, by which God gives us peace in Jesus Christ (Rom. 5:2, 3). This hope “does not disappoint, because the love of God has been poured out in our hearts by the Holy Spirit who was given to us” (Rom. 5:5, NKJV). So, this hope is not a false one. Rather, this hope is based on God’s concrete actions; that is, just at the right time, “Christ died for the ungodly” (Rom. 5:6, NKJV). Thus, Jesus demonstrated His love for us (Rom. 5:8), saving us from our sins and reconciling us with God (Rom. 5:9–11).

4. But Christ’s first advent and His sacrifice on the cross are not the end of the redemption story. The apostle Paul tells us that “if in this life only we have hope in Christ, we are of all men the most pitiable”
For this reason, our hope is anchored in the resurrected Lord Jesus Christ, who will resurrect us for an eternal and glorious life (Col. 1:5, 27; Titus 1:2; Titus 3:7; Heb. 10:23; see also 2 Cor. 1:9, 1 Tim. 4:8). Paul declared that he was persecuted because of the hope of the resurrection (Acts 23:6, Acts 24:15). The resurrection was not an invention of Paul but was the same hope that God gave to the fathers of Israel (Acts 26:6; Acts 28:20). According to Paul, Abraham became the father of many nations because, “against all hope” (Rom. 4:18, NIV), he “believed in hope” (Rom. 4:18), trusting in the “God who gives life to the dead and calls into being that which does not exist” (Rom. 4:17, AMP). The hope of resurrection will be consummated at the second coming of Jesus, which itself is the “blessed hope” of the Christian (Titus 2:13).

5. It was precisely this hope that constituted the call, identity, ethos, life, and mission of the nation of Israel (Acts 26:7). This hope of salvation that God offers us through Christ reached humanity through the patriarchs, Israel, and later the church (Rom. 15:4, 1 Cor. 1:7, Eph. 2:12). We are participants in distributing God’s hope to all the people. God promised Eve that her Seed would save the world (Gen. 3:15). God promised Abraham that blessings and salvation for the nations would come through him; that is, through his Seed (Gen. 12:3, 7; Gen. 18:18; Rom. 9:4; Gal. 3:8, 15, 16). God promised David that his Seed would sit forever on the throne (Rom. 15:12; see Isa. 11:1, 2; 2 Sam. 22:51).

6. Paul invokes hope in his blessing upon God’s people amid suffering: “May the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace in believing, that you may abound in hope by the power of the Holy Spirit” (Rom. 15:13, NKJV; 2 Thess. 2:16). Hope serves as the helmet in the armor of the Christian (1 Thess. 5:8).

Part III: Life Application

1. Daniel goes through a similar “waiting experience” to Habakkuk’s. By the end of his life, Daniel expects the 70 years of exile prophesied by Jeremiah (Jer. 25:11, 12) to end and for God’s salvation to be manifested. However, God reveals to Daniel that the history of suffering and death will extend by an additional 70 weeks (490 years). What is more, this period will continue for an additional 1,810 years beyond the additional 70, for a total of 2,300 years! Some Christians do not like prophecy because it “darkens” their horizon. Perhaps they do not need to focus on prophecy all the time. But moments come and situations in life arise when the bigger picture is necessary, no matter
how painful the prophetic answer may be. This bigger picture is painted by God’s revelation through His prophets. Without such prophecies, including the apocalyptic ones, God’s people will struggle desperately to maintain hope as they live through an ever-increasing number of global and personal crises. How does the bigger picture of prophetic revelation help you trust God and His providence to overcome crucibles?
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